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Currently, most demonstrationai systems are built from
scratch, typically by individuals, and are all quite unique
and distinct from each other. It is still desirable to build
more such small-scale systems in the future. However, the
key to a larger-scale, collaborative and interdisciplinary ef-
fort is in defining a common representation for user tasks,
and in defining a common input format for automation tools.
This way, the Machine Learning community can focus on
the inferencing while the Programming By Demonstration
community can focus on the human interface for automating
tasks, using the same representation.

This paper consists of two parts. The first section makes a
case for spending some time at the symposium designing a
common representation for user tasks and their automation.
The second section briefly presents Grizzly Bear, a demon-
strational tool that I have built over the last three years (and
which taught me the importance of a well-defined underly-
ing representation the hard way).

1 Position Statement or "What we should be
spending our time on at the Symposium"
I believe that the key to a wider collaboration on automating
tasks for users is in agreeing on a common format for inter-
nally representing these tasks. Therefore, I think it is worth
spending some time at the symposium on this issue, and to
maybe form a "standards sub-committee" that could keep
working afterwards.

1.1 A Common Representation for User Tasks
The foundation for tools that constantly watch the user is a
representation of user tasks or events. 1 The user task repre-
sentation should be similar in spirit to Apple Events, and
should provide for a hierarchical decomposition of
events [2]. There are also task models for purposes other
than user task automation [10]

This representation should be sufficient for tools that con-
tinuously watch the user because they have no user-visible
interface until they detect repetition (e.g. Eager [1]).

However, there is also a place for automation tools that
the user explicitly invokes and demonstrates to, especially
for automating tasks that can then be invoked via a shortcut
later (rather than having to re-perform the task and wait for
the automation component to again pick up on it). For these
tools, we should also agree on a common format for their in-
put (their abstract user interface).

1. I will use these two terms synonymously. Task automa-
tion is concerned with low-level tasks (high-level events)
such as "open file".

1.2 A Common Input Format for Explicitly Invoked
Trace-Based Task Automation Tools

A common input format for explicitly invoked trace-based
tools could be one "stimulus trace" and one "response
trace", in the sense that the user is demonstrating that the
stimulus will trigger the response. The user could provide
multiple examples of this type for more complex tasks.
There could also be the option of providing counter-exam-
ples which tell the automation tool when the response
should not be triggered (counter-examples would require 
stimulus trace only).

1.3 A Common Input Format for Explicitly Invoked
Snapshot-Based Task Automation Tools

Snapshot-based demonstrational tools do not watch the user
constantly (a video camera metaphor) but rather only look 
particular snapshots of state that are pointed out by the user
(a flashlight-photography metaphor). This approach avoids
problems with users re-ordering events and inserting extra-
neous events. Examples of snapshot-based tools are
GITS [3] and DEMO [4].

A possible common input format could consist of a be-
fore snapshot (context), a triggering event (stimulus), and 
after snapshot (response). The event could be in the format
discussed in Section 1.1, the state could consist of a list of
objects holding domain-specific state relevant to end-user
automation. As before, the user should probably be able to
provide multiple such examples for more complex behavior,
and there could again be the option of giving counter-exam-
ples as well.

2 Grizzly Bear - Lessons Learned
The rest of the position paper describes Grizzly Bear, a new
demonstrational tool for specifying user interface behavior
that I have built over the last three years as part of my dis-
sertation. The section re-uses much of a two-page paper ac-
companying a "refereed demonstration" at UIST’95 [5].

For the purposes of this position paper, I should mention
that Grizzly Bear uses a snapshot-based approach, and that
its input format is similar to the one proposed in Section 1.3
("negative examples" are identical to counter-examples). 
is also worth mentioning that Grizzly Bear taught me the
importance of a well-defined underlying representation the
hard way - I spent nearly a year trying to build a demonstra-
tional system without a precise definition of its input and
output, got nowhere, and finally re-implemented from
scratch after defining the underlying representations first!

Grizzly Bear is a tool for demonstrating user interface be-
havior. It can handle multiple application windows, dynamic
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object instantiation and deletion, changes to any object at-
tribute, and operations on sets of objects. It enables design-
ers to experiment with rubber-banding, deletion by dragging
to a trashcan and many other interactive techniques.

There are inherent limitations to the range of user inter-
faces that can ever be built by demonstration alone. Grizzly
Bear is therefore designed to work hand-in-hand with a user
interface specification language called the Elements, Events
& Transitions model. As designers demonstrate behavior,
they can watch Grizzly Bear incrementally build the corre-
sponding textual specification, letting them learn the lan-
guage on the fly. They can then apply their knowledge by
modifying Grizzly Bear’s textual inferences, which reduces
the need for repetitive demonstrations and provides an es-
cape mechanism for behavior that cannot be demonstrated.

Grizzly Bear is the bigger brother of a previous system
called Inference Bear [6,7]. The behavior that can be dem-
onstrated to Grizzly Bear is a superset over that of the earlier
system. The enhancements include conditional behavior as
well as behavior exhibited by sets of objects.

This higher expressive power is achieved by incorporat-
ing positive and negative examples in addition to the before
and after examples already used by Inference Bear. Figure 1
shows Grizzly Bear’s user interface.

Giving one example to Grizzly Bear consists of working
through its iconic buttons from left to fight. One demonstra-
tion consists of one or more such examples. After each ex-
ample, the corresponding textual inference is displayed, and
the behavior can be tested interactively by temporarily go-
ing into a test drive mode.

Figure 1. Grizzly Bear’s Control Panel.

The use of Grizzly Bear is best explained by examples.
The rest of this paper shows how to build a small "file man-
ager" application which lets users create and delete docu-
ments and folders. Figure 2 shows its user interface, which
is laid out using a conventional user interface builder [8].

The behavior to be demonstrated is that new folders and
documents can be created on the main canvas by dragging
from their prototypes. They can then be moved around, and
they can be deleted by dragging them to the trashcan.

I will discuss creation by dragging in detail. Assume the
designer decides that pressing the mouse down on the
Folder icon makes a new red folder appear under the mouse,
that the new folder then tracks the mouse, and that releasing
the mouse button stops the tracking and makes the folder
black.

Showing this functionality consists of one demonstration
each for the press, motion and release events on the Folder

Folder

Trashcan

Document

Figure 2. Layout of the Mini-Finder Application.

icon. (All events between a press and a release event are re-
ceived by the element which received the press event.)

The first demonstration shows Grizzly Bear that pressing
down on the Folder icon makes a new red folder appear
there (Figure 3). The before snapshot is on the left, with a
feedback icon representing the triggering event superim-
posed. (The feedback icons are borrowed from Marquise
[9].) The after snapshot is on the fight. In this case, the after
snapshot shows that a red copy of the prototype folder is
created. (The red color appears grayish in the screen shot,
and is hard to see - the new folder is located on top of the old
one.)
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Figure 3. Drag-and-drop: the Press Event.

If we were to test the behavior now, we could create a
new folder. However, it would not follow the mouse but
rather appear over the prototype folder, obscuring it.

So let us show that the newly created folder icon then fol-
lows the mouse. This can be done by demonstrating that red
objects follow the mouse, as the red color is one way of tell-
ing the newly created folder apart from the others. We dem-
onstrate this behavior by introducing two temporary folder
icons in the first before snapshot, and by then demonstrating
that the red one follows the mouse (Figure 4). This demon-
stration consists of two exam des.
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Figure 4. Drag-and-drop: the Motion Event.
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If we test the current behavior now, we can create the first
folder as desired, but it appears in red on the canvas. If we
create further new folders, we will drag the previous folders
as well as the new ones! This is because Grizzly has inferred
that all red objects track the mouse, and because all folders
remain red after their creation so far.

Let us thus complete the example by demonstrating that
the color of newly created folders reverts to black upon the
release event of the drag-and-drop interaction (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Drag-and-drop: tho Roloaso Event.

If we test the current behavior now we can indeed create
folders by dragging from the palette as intended.

I will only outline how the remaining functionality is
demonstrated. First, we want to be able to create documents
in the same way as folders. We can achieve this by repeating
the demonstrations above for documents, or we can make
copies of the generated textual specifications for folders,
and adapt them for documents. (For the sake of complete-
ness, we could also generalize the synthesized specifications
to work for both folders and documents, or we could have
demonstrated the more general behavior in the first place.
However, these solutions require more sophistication on the
designer’s part.) The remaining functionality concerns mov-
ing and deleting objects. These demonstrations make use of
negative examples for the first time in this paper. We show
that canvas objects follow the mouse (positive examples)
while the prototype objects and the trashcan do not (nega-
tive examples). Similarly, in the final demonstration, releas-
ing canvas objects over the trashcan deletes them (positive
examples), but this is not true for the prototype objects (neg-
ative examples).
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